
Seven Sisters Münchner
Seven Sisters is a Vienna Lager named for the 7 original breweries who hosted the 
Oktoberfest celebration in Munich. It is a rich amber Bavarian lager with a full, round 
body and a malty finish. It pairs nicely with pork, chicken and sausages, but 7 Sisters 
is smooth enough to enjoy by itself or with a friend. We try to serve it year round, but 
if it's off tap, don't worry, there's more on the way! Prost!

Munich Helles
A golden lager in the traditional Munich brewing style.  This is what you find on tap in 
Bavaria instead of a Pilsener.  With more malt character and less hop bitterness than 
a pilsener, our Helles is full flavored but crisp. Slightly lighter bodied than our Seven 
Sisters Munchner.

Kilt Lifter Scotch Ale
Highlanders and Lowlanders agree, a good kilt lifting on occasion raises the spirits. 
With gentle roasted graininess and a touch of sweetness, Kilt Lifter is warm and 
strong enough for all ye lads, lasses and sheep. Put it in yer belly!

Kartoon Brune
This is a little known Belgian style in America.  It is an Abbey style Brown Ale.  
Walnut in color, it has the famous Belgian fruity and estery nose with a rich sweetness 
backed up with notes of roasted grain and banana.  We brew this rare ale with seven 
different German and Belgian malts and an exotic “mystery” spice once favored by 
monks and mystic healers.  It is then fermented twice, once in the fermentor and the 
second time in the cask to impart a gentle dryness and to mellow the wild Belgian 
character a bit.  This beer will change in character and balance over time, 
so try it often and watch it “grow up”.

Hopgasm
HopGasm is Brewmaster Kevin McNerney's inaugural release at 5 Seasons. HopGasm 
is a west coast India Pale Ale, bold in every sense. It invites you with a nose far more 
intruiging than most IPAs. We use 5 different hops, including Simcoe and Amarillo, 
which gives an incredibly rich bouquet and a pleasurable mouthfeel. It's a bit over 
7% ABV, but a solid malt backbone and a sumptuous aftertaste will make you want 
multiple HopGasms.

Two Pence Porter
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the predecessor to Stout.  It was called the “workman’s beer” as it was strong, but 
nutritious.  Ours is a robust porter with abundant body and a deep garnet, almost 
ebony color.  It is slightly sweet with chocolate & coffee aromas. Hop and roasted 
grain flavors are present, balanced with imported English hops.


